
From: SPANKSTON@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The IP 17 Explanatory Statement WRONG and Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 3:35:32 AM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I OBJECT to
the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The bullet
point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Eric M Hamilton 



From: jcmmad1@myfrontiermail.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Regarding Ballot Measure 114
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 6:27:01 AM

Your work thus far regarding Ballot Measure 114 is seriously misleading and we recommend
you work to effectively correct at the very least  these following points before misleading
Oregon voters any further:

The explanatory statement is seriously flawed.

The statement refused to acknowledge that most modern
shotguns will be banned under this measure. That is NOT
speculation.

The statement falsely claims that the database of gun
permit applicants is exempt from public disclosure. That
must not be allowed to remain in the statement.

The statement ignores the lack of training facilities or
people qualified to provide the training. This is a
critical element of the measure.

The statement misleads voters about the live fire
requirements.

The statement ignores the complete lack of funding for
this expensive measure.

The statement fails to clarify many mandates that will
be created later by the Oregon State Police without
public input.

Sincerely,

Jim Miller and Marron Dooney
1645 SW Filmont Avenue
Portland, OR. 97225

Jcmmad1@frontier.com

Sent from Frontier Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Will Funk
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Comments for IP17 Explanatory Statements
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 8:58:35 AM

Good day,
 
Thank you for allowing comments to the Explanatory Statement for Initiative Petition #17. 
There are several areas in this initiative that Oregon voters would be better served with
additional clarity.
 
The proposed process for purchasing a firearm has many of the elements of the current
process (e.g., background checks are required, certain persons are prohibited from
possessing firearms), with a major addition of licensing element required prior to the ability
of purchasing.  As written,

First-time gun owners will be required to demonstrate proficiency with a firearm that
they are not allowed to yet purchase.  ORS 166.435 prohibits firearms transfers
except in limited situations.  This means a person trying to obtain a permit would be
committing a crime if they “borrow” a gun from a friend to practice and complete this
portion of the licensing process. 
Transfers are allowed at shooting ranges under limited circumstances which includes,
“if the transferor has no reason to believe the transferee is prohibited from
possessing a firearm,” which now places additional requirements on the shooting
range (or law enforcement agency providing the training) since they have not
necessarily past any background check at this point.
As written, instructors will be required to be, “certified by a law enforcement agency,” 
(Part 4, (8)(a)).  There is currently no process for “certifying” an instructor and the
initiative does not describe in any detail whatsoever what is included in this
requirement.  Further, there is no requirement for any agency to “certify” instructors,
therefor if no agency decides to conduct this “certification” then no permit can be
issues to anyone in the state.  If no funding for this training is detailed in the IP17,
and law enforcement is likely to incur potential liability for training civilian instructors
that they have absolutely no control over, why would they have any desire to conduct
this training and certification for the instructors required by this initiative?  The answer
is they have none and this should be understood by voters.
The fiscal impact of this certification process should be detailed for voters.
I see no exception for law enforcement officers, they must attend training and
complete the permit process to process in order to purchase firearms.

 
With respect to “large-capacity magazine,” this wording is disingenuous at best in that these
capacities are actually standard capacity based on current firearms sales.  Most full-size
handguns in common use by citizens come standard from the factory with magazines that
are considered “high-capacity” in this initiative.  The wording of “high-capacity” is
unnecessarily inflammatory and not correct in the common nomenclature of firearms. 
Magazines required by this initiative would actually be “limited capacity” using proper
nomenclature. 
 

It should also be understood by voters that current owners would be required to
purchase new magazines for any handgun they currently use for lawful self-
protection, either concealed carry with a permit (which already requires training and a
background check) or open carry, as allowed by current Oregon law. 
There are over 270,000 Oregonians with concealed handgun licenses based on 2019
data.  There is no way to tell how many own handguns, or multiple firearms with
standard capacity (more than 10 round) magazines.  If each permit holder on average
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only owns one firearm that this law would now require them to purchase additional
limited capacity magazines (two each as most have one in the firearm and at least
one additional available) this would result in a cost of over $21 million for Oregon
citizens.  Voters should understand this. 
This would also require a purchase of over one-half million, limited capacity
magazines.  Since only a few states require limited capacity magazines there is little
production (they are already often difficult to obtain and frequently more expensive
than standard capacity magazines) it is likely that many Oregon CHL permit holders
would be left with no firearm that they can lawfully carry for self-defense.
Many commonly owned pump action and semiautomatic shotguns have fixed tubular
magazines.  With new, shorter length shotgun shells on the market, the capacity of
their non-removeable magazine will be over 10 with these shells.  Because the
magazine cannot be removed and locked during transport as required by this
initiative, these shotguns will be essentially to own outside of one’s home.  Owners
would not event be lawfully allowed to transport the firearms to a location for
disposal.  Oregon voters should understand these extremely commonly used firearms
will essentially be prohibited by this law.
Police officers are only exempt from magazine capacity laws.  Section 11 (4)(a)
states magazines of more than 10 rounds are authorized for use by law enforcement,
“related to the official duties of the entity.”  When officers are off-duty, even though
they may retain their powers of arrest, they are not being compensated thus not on
“official duties” thus the firearms they carry while at work would require different, low-
capacity magazines once they are no longer working each day.  They would also not
be able to possess “of duty” firearms with magazine capacities in excess of 10
rounds. 
 

Thank you for considering the above,
 
Will Funk
 



From: Lamar Sieg
To: Lamar Sieg; SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot Measure 114 Explanatory Statement
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 9:03:42 AM

  I protest in the strongest terms the recently passed explanatory statement on Ballot Measure
114. The following are some of the major problems with this Ballot Measure statement. 

The explanatory statement is seriously flawed.

The statement refused to acknowledge that most modern
shotguns will be banned under this measure. That is NOT
speculation.

The statement falsely claims that the database of gun
permit applicants is exempt from public disclosure. That
must not be allowed to remain in the statement.

The statement ignores the lack of training facilities or
people qualified to provide the training. This is a
critical element of the measure.

The statement misleads voters about the live fire
requirements.

The statement ignores the complete lack of funding for
this expensive measure.

The statement fails to clarify many mandates that will
be created later by the Oregon State Police without
public input.

  These items all need to be addressed before appearing
on election ballots.

 Lamar G.Sieg 

Bend, Oregon 
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From: Ray Pezzoli
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 9:32:32 AM

I'm writing to respectfully,  but firmly, ask that this ballot initiative not be added to the ballot
this November.  Everything it outlines goes against the Bruen decision, specifically the text,
history and tradition of our Constitution.

To ban or otherwise restrict semi automatic rifles is unfair as they are not weapons of war.
They operate 1 round per each pull of the trigger.  No military uses these weapons. 

The magazine ban item is wrong too as these magazines are in common, lawful use
nationwide. They also allow homeowners the ability to defend against multiple
intruders....there are documented cases of this happening....the Indiana good Samaritan who
stopped a mass shooting made use of a standard capacity magazine....

Please do not include this initiative.

Thank you 

Mr Raymond Pezzoli 
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From: president ossa.org
To: SOS Elections * SOS; president ossa.org
Subject: RE: Ballot Measure 114/IP17 Explanatory Statement/Financial comments Input Kerry Spurgin, President, Oregon

State Shooting Association.
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 10:17:08 AM

Note the correction below

 

From: president ossa.org <president@ossa.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 5:52 AM
To: elections.sos@sos.oregon.gov; president ossa.org <president@ossa.org>
Subject: Ballot Measure 114/IP17 Explanatory Statement/Financial comments Input Kerry Spurgin,
President, Oregon State Shooting Association.
 

The proposed statement for Ballot measure 114/IP17 has clear and known omissions that results in
the statement MISLEADING Oregon Voters.

Through the committee process valid input and expert detail was brought to the committee, but
disregarded.

These are the Key Issues with the Statement:

Voters need to know that Measure 114 effectively blocks a person at risk for suicide from
transferring his/her firearm to a friend or storage facility for safe keeping during their crisis.

Voters need to know that the proposed magazine ban includes nearly 2/3rds of all shotguns
(fed by tube magazines) and lever action rifles other than 22lr.  These rifles and shotguns have
been designed and build this way for over 100 years.

Voters need to know that the proposed permit process does not require the officials to
complete the process and therefore block the purchase a firearm.

Voters need to know that the facilities required to complete the training requirement are not
funded and will therefore block the ability to purchase a firearm.  The Oregon State Sheriffs
Association estimated the annual cost of maintenance at $40,000,000.  The Oregon State
Shooting Association estimated the cost of the facilities construction at $200,000,000. 
Without providing the facilities to complete the training safely, the required training is unable
to be completed, the permit process is blocked, and therefore purchasing a firearm is
blocked.

Voters need to know that citizens not comfortable with interacting with government agencies
(minorities, women, LGBT,…) will be disproportionally affected by this measure and will be
restricted from purchasing a firearm.

 

The Oregon State Shooting Association (OSSA) (www.ossa.org) is committed to promoting and
practicing SAFETY and WELLNESS in the shooting sports and our communities of Oregon.    SAFETY
and WELLNESS starts with basic firearms safety handling procedures and safety while enjoying
shooting sports, but it also includes safety in secure storage with an emphasis on safety within our
families and community, especially with our children.  OSSA is leading the way in suicide prevention
to help those with crises or mental challenges affecting their lives.  (www.ossa.org)

The Oregon State Shooting Association (OSSA) drives for and supports legislation that directly
addresses the persons at risk of committing these horrendous actions in our community.   For
example, legislation requiring use our current background systems by law enforcement, courts,
certified medical professionals, and family members.  The NICS system is already enabled to note
and block purchases by persons who have demonstrated to law enforcement, certified medical
professionals, and family members when owning a firearm would be a danger to themselves or
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others.    Also, update and clarification of existing transfer laws to enable persons of risk of suicide to
feel comfortable in storing their firearms with others or in a facility until the crisis or risk has passed. 
Lastly, update and clarification of ‘Red Flag’ laws with due process requirements to enable both
parties to be considered in a decision to remove one’s rights to keep their firearms.

 

Kerry Spurgin

President

Oregon State Shooting Association.

 

From: president ossa.org 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2022 6:51 PM
To: elections.sos@sos.oregon.gov
Cc: president ossa.org <president@ossa.org>
Subject: IP17 Input and Issues. Kerry Spurgin, President, Oregon State Shooting Association.
 

The key issues with IP17 are:
The Magazine ban is poorly defined and includes most shotguns with a
tube magazine.  This most means old and new tube fed shotguns will be
illegal.    This will devastate our new high school trap and skeet programs. 
The petition demonstrates a clear lack of understanding of firearms types
and configurations. (ex. Shotguns vs. lever actions).   
The cost of this measure has not been estimated for the Oregon citizens   
As I am also the secretary of the Oregon Association of Shooting Ranges
(OASR), we have discussed the cost of ranges/facilities to be very high. 
The facilities required for the training do not currently exist.   To build them
could be as high, or higher than, $200,000,000.00   ($200million!) 
 Operating them has been estimated at $40,000,000.00 annually.  The
effect of this will be that that required training and range time will not be
available and will then prevent firearms purchases.
Each of the items below will make the permit unattainable, therefore
purchases not possible and thus a violation of the 2nd amendment.

The training infrastructure does not exist and is not funded by the
measure.  
Key requirements for the permit are not defined, leaving the
definition up to interpretation to local law enforcement.
Time requirements on the background checks are not defined,
therefore permits will not be completed in timely fashion.  

The petition is required to produce a public list of the people who apply for
permits.   This is a violation of privacy and must not be allowed.

 
Unfortunately, NO involvement of firearms experts was solicited during the
process of the IP as well as only token membership allowed in the current
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committee process.   As demonstrated by the meetings held to date the input
from opponents is not considered.  

 
Kerry Spurgin
President,  Oregon State Shooting Association
Secretary, Oregon Association of Shooting Ranges.

 
 



From: john@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 10:33:34 AM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, John Hughes 



From: btripp06@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 10:33:46 AM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Brandon Tripp 



 
 
 
August 2, 2022 
 
Shemia Fagan 
Oregon Secretary of State 
255 Capitol St NE 
Salem, OR 97310 
via elections.sos@sos.oregon.gov 
 
RE: IP 17 Initial Explanatory Statement 
 
Dear Secretary Fagan, 
 
Ducks Unlimited, Inc. would like to express our concern over IP17 and make sure that the 
effects on hunters and other gun owners are as clear as possible to the voting public. 
 
Ducks Unlimited, Inc. is a 501 C3 organization that restores and protects wetlands for the 
benefit of waterfowl and other wildlife. Ducks Unlimited has approximately 7,300 active 
members Oregon. My name is Edward M. May and I am an Oregon voter, Ducks Unlimited 
Board Member and volunteer. 
 
We request that the IP 17 Explanatory Statement include the following: 
 

1. Current hunter safety training and certification will not count as a “firearm safety 
course” required by this Initiative for firearm purchases. 
 
Hunter safety training, which is offered for a fee by ODFW and ODFW-approved entities, 
is required before anyone under 18 goes hunting and is also required when someone 
applies for a hunting license for the first time in many states. The training includes safe 
handling of guns, field training, and knowledge of current laws and regulations. 
However, law enforcement does not run or certify these trainings. Therefore, IP 17 will 
require currently trained and responsible gun owners to take an additional firearm 
safety course and pay a new fee. Given that law enforcement may not be able to comply 
with the Initiative’s requirements and facilities may not exist to complete live fire 
training for all applicants, there is a potential scenario that the safety course envisioned 
by this Initiative would not be in place when the law goes into effect. This would create 
long delays and prevent hunters from purchasing lawful hunting weapons. Voters 
should have a clear understanding of this possibility. 
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2. The Initiative will result in the loss of conservation funding and hunter safety training 

opportunities, as well as lower hunter participation and license sales. 
 
The Pittman-Robertson Act of 1937 created a tax on firearms and ammunition that has 
directly funded wildlife and conservation projects, as well as hunter safety training, 
through state agencies for 84 years. This Act generates over $1 Billion per year 
nationwide in critical habitat needs on the ground, and millions in Oregon. In fact, 
Pittman-Robertson funding provides as much as 80%, on average, of funding for state 
agency fish and wildlife operating budgets. Projected reductions in firearms and 
ammunition sales will reduce this conservation funding source and negatively impact 
resources available to the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife for wildlife 
management and conservation. By creating additional hurdles and uncertainty for 
hunter participation, particularly for youth or new hunters, IP 17 will result in a 
reduction of hunter participation and hunter license revenue, further harming wildlife 
and habitat management goals. It should be clear to voters that IP 17 will result in a loss 
of funding for conservation in Oregon. 
 

3. The Initiative will ban firearms and magazines designed to protect Arctic tundra and 
manage snow goose populations. 
 
For more than two decades, federal and state governments have allowed hunting 
shotguns to accept more than 10 rounds specifically to help control snow geese 
populations. These geese are overpopulated and damaging their native Alaskan tundra 
habitats and agencies encourage hunters to reduce their numbers during the fall and 
spring migrations. Because snow geese are difficult to hunt, agency managers have 
allowed hunters to use electronic calls and expanded shell capacity to hunt them more 
effectively. Under IP 17, these conservation measures will end in Oregon, a key stop in 
the flyway for snow geese. 

 
4. This Initiative removes the time limit to conduct an individual’s background check. 

 
The Explanatory Statement describes the current 3-day limit to conduct firearm 
purchase background checks, but it does not describe the lack of any time limit for 
background checks under IP 17. Under that scenario, residents could experience endless 
delays for the lawful purchase of a firearm. It should be clear to voters that IP 17 sets a 
minimum processing time for background checks, but it sets no limit on the amount of 
time during which a background check must be completed and could result in indefinite 
delays for approval to purchase a firearm. 
 

5. The Explanatory Statement should summarize the cost of implementing this Initiative, 
describe whether sufficient facilities exist to provide live fire training to everyone in 
an equitable manner, and state the position of law enforcement agencies that would 
be required to implement these measures. 



 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Initiative. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Edward M May 
Public Policy Chairman 
Oregon Ducks Unlimited 
40500 NW Vision Ridge Ln 
Banks, Oregon 97106 
cemay@coho.net 
503-807-3685 



Dear Committee Members,

To begin, this initiative violates the Oregon Constitution, Article 1: sections 9, 10, 11 and 27.
This also violates the Federal Supreme Court's rulings regarding the US Constitutions 2nd
Amendment in common use clause found in the Bruen decision.

Oregon is at an extremely divided point in its history.  9 counties have already voted for
secession from the state to join greater Idaho.  While you may not take this seriously, those 9
counties compose around 30% of the state’s landmass.  2 more counties will be voting this year.
24 out of 36 of Oregon counties have already voted and declared themselves Second
Amendment Sanctuary counties leaving any new firearms regulation and enforcement up to the
County Sheriffs. This creates arbitrary boundaries of ill defined laws in Oregon where different
laws apply to the citizens depending on county boundaries.  This creates an undue legal burden
of compliance on the citizens.

Violent criminals have been released consistently and allowed to operate with near impunity
while regular law abiding citizens bear the brunt of the legal and regulatory obligations.  We
have turned our state into an open air, decriminalized drug den letting addicts shoot heroin and
smoke meth right besides our schools and parks. This measure aims to make over 50% of the
current law abiding population criminals and subject them to undue legal compliance burdens.
Criminals will not comply with the proposed laws, once again, only law abiding citizens will
suffer.

In favor of a more unified Oregon and working together on problems that matter to the citizenry,
I ask that this Measure be struck down on unconstitutional grounds, both federal and state.
Below are my comments on Measure 114.

“This measure changes Oregon law relating to firearms by (1) requiring safety training
and background checks”.  Background checks are already required for every firearm
purchase in Oregon.  This misleads the voter into thinking there aren’t currently background
checks.  The statement should be changed to show that the Measure would be imposing the
additional requirement of safety training.

As in: “This measure changes Oregon law relating to firearms by requiring safety training in
addition to existing background checks”

or

“This measure changes Oregon law relating to firearms by requiring safety training and Oregon
State Police background, in addition to existing federal background checks.”



“Allows a shooter to keep firing without having to pause to reload” Is a confusing
statement and not technically sound. This statement should be stricken as it misleads the voter
into believing that a problem is solved or a shooter must pause to reload a weapon due to
magazine size. A shooter does not have to pause firing to reload a modern weapon.  Modern
firearms can have their magazines swapped while the weapon is still loaded, while a bullet is
still in the chamber and the weapon can be aimed and can be fired.  A new magazine can be
reloaded with the left hand while the right hand is still on the trigger and the weapon is aimed
and ready to fire.   Most weapons can be reloaded in under 1 second.

“Permits may be denied if applicant poses danger to themselves or others” How is it
determined if an applicant poses danger to themselves or others?
This violates the Oregon Constitution Bill of Rights Article I, sections below
Section 9. Unreasonable searches or seizures. No law shall violate the right of the people to be secure
in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable search, or seizure; and no warrant
shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath, or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the person or thing to be seized.—
Section 10. Administration of justice. No court shall be secret, but justice shall be administered, openly
and without purchase, completely and without delay, and every man shall have remedy by due course of
law for injury done him in his person, property, or reputation.—
Section 11. Rights of Accused in Criminal Prosecution. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
have the right to public trial by an impartial jury in the county in which the offense shall have been
committed; to be heard by himself and counsel; to demand the nature and cause of the accusation
against him, and to have a copy thereof; to meet the witnesses face to face, and to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; provided, however, that any accused person, in other than
capital cases, and with the consent of the trial judge, may elect to waive trial by jury and consent to be
tried by the judge of the court alone, such election to be in writing; provided, however, that in the circuit
court ten members of the jury may render a verdict of guilty or not guilty, save and except a verdict of
guilty of first degree murder, which shall be found only by a unanimous verdict, and not otherwise;
provided further, that the existing laws and constitutional provisions relative to criminal prosecutions shall
be continued and remain in effect as to all prosecutions for crimes committed before the taking effect of
this amendment.
Section 27. Right to bear arms; military subordinate to civil power. The people shall have the right to

bear arms for the defense [sic] of themselves, and the State, but the Military shall be kept in strict

subordination to the civil power[.]

Clarify “State Police annually reports permit data” Who do they report to?  This
seems to violate Article I, section 9 of the Oregon constitution without providing further clarity of
whom the data is reported to.

The Initiative has not shown how this new legal framework will be enforced nor the legal
penalties for violating the initiative, if it should pass.  This should be stated in the Measure along
with how many Oregon citizens in good current legal standing will be made criminally culpable
should this bill pass.



Measure 114 has not shown what criteria the police will use to approve training facilities.
Is this up to local police, the sheriffs, or state police?  Is this to be local police deciding on a
town or county basis?  24 of the 36 counties in Oregon are now second amendment
sanctuaries, comprising over 75% of the landmass of Oregon.  Will laws and requirements
change from county to county, or will one county’s laws and decisions be valid throughout the
entire state?  This seems unenforceable and arbitrary given the current state of Oregon. \

How much will these training classes cost and how are disenfranchised and lower
income Oregonians expected to pay for these classes?

Where will the funds come from for additional classes, facilities, and enforcement?  The
state is already losing police officers at an astonishing rate and most jurisdictions are
underfunded and understaffed.  LA county and the LAPD have just recently declared they will
not enforce California’s 10+ round magazine ban due to the Supreme Court Breun decision and
their inability to monitor and enforce such a law.  This will be the same situation in Oregon,
where new laws are unenforceable in practice and only further degrade the legitimacy of the
legislatures and governing bodies of Oregon.  Local departments will be forced to choose
between focusing on violent criminals and law abiding citizens when allocating their time and
resources.

Is this permit required to be carried by the firearm owners when they are physically in
possession of their firearms and transporting them?  This is unclear and creates legal confusion
for both citizens and law enforcement officers and courts.

Requiring a database of electronically searchable permits opens Oregon up to both
financial and legal liability in the case of a data breach, such as the one that just occurred in
California of concealed carry permits.  Has Oregon budgeted for potential lawsuits or had their
insurance adjusted to plan for such lawsuits if a data breach occurs?  Are the taxpayers liable
for Oregon governments data breaches?

Has Oregon made proper budgetary plans for the large amounts of lawsuits that are
ready to be filed should Measure 114 pass in November?  The state will receive round after
round of litigation for years that will cost the taxpayers money trying to enforce an
unconstitutional law.

The 10 round limitation on magazines.  What are the current numbers in Oregon of
magazines with greater than 10 round capacity?  Estimates are in the millions. 85% of modern
firearms sold come standard with a magazine capacity greater than 10 rounds

Thank you,

Charles Gibbins
McMinnville, Oregon



From: Leonard Williamson
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Cc: Leonard Williamson; Thunder Ranch, Inc. (Work)
Subject: Objections to the IP-17 (Ballot measure 114) committee summary of the measure dated July 26, 2022
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 11:30:07 AM

Dear Ms. Fagan,

My client, Clint Smith, asked me to forward the below email to you.  I am cc
him at his business email address.

Leonard Williamson

Legal Counsel for Clint Smith and Thunder Ranch Inc.

 

 

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan at  elections.sos@sos.oregon.gov 

RE: IP-17 (Ballot measure 114) committee summary of the measure dated July
26, 2022

My name is Clint Smith.  My wife, Heidi Smith, and I own and operate a
firearms training school in Lakeview Oregon called Thunder Ranch.  We train
over 500 students per year in the safe handling and operation of firearms. 
Each student is required to provide credentials for checking their background. 
Now at seventy-three years of age, having served in the Marine Corp, been
shot in the service of my country, served as a police officer and trained people
in the safe a proper use of firearms for fifty years, my country wants to take
away my natural and fundamental right written into both the US and Oregon
Constitution, to defend myself, my home and my family with a firearm.  The
United States Supreme Court in Heller and most recently in Bruen held that
firearms that are “common use” by law abiding citizens are protected by the
Second Amendment and that I have the right to keep them and use them to
defend myself against the harm that others might visit upon me.  IP-17 clearly
infringes on my protected rights and by the way I have been shooting the AR 15
for over 50 years and can say with some certainty that it's in common use in
America.

I have read IP-17 and I am stunned by how poorly this piece of legislation is
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written.  While I am not college educated, I am able to read and logic my way
through the text.  Even more concerning than the measure itself is that the
summary of the measure, pushed through the committee, by the proponents
of the measure does not fairly depict or accurately tell the voter what rights
they have and what rights they give up by voting on this measure.  The
proponents leave out all of the nasty stuff that will happen if they vote for this
measure.  I think that omission to be intentional to mislead the voters.  Where I
live, we would call that lying.  If the committee is going to use a compare and
contrast approach to describing what the measure will do at least they should
be forthright and upfront with the voters.  For example, presently all magazines
that come with a firearm are legal, we call those standard capacity in the real
world, and I may use those magazines to defend myself in a public place if
threatened with deadly force.  That is a simple fact.  Contrast it with the
language of the measure which strictly limits where I can lawfully use those
magazines (the measure refers to them as magazines that hold more than 10
rounds) and it would be a crime for me to use that same magazine in an act of
self-defense in a public place after the law takes effect.  That is a fair compare
and contrast, apples to apples.  Yet the committee does not say anything in its
summary about the lawfulness of standard capacity magazines and the current
law regarding them.  Why?  Finally, on the topic of magazines the affirmative
defense to possessing magazines that exceed ten rounds is a joke.  The
committee fails to tell voters they have to prove when they bought their
magazine.  How will that work?

IP-17 requires that I obtain a permit to purchase.  Without bragging I have
trained some of the most elite military personnel that serve our country. 
Under this scheme, with all of my experience and certifications, I would still be
required to attend the mandatory classes and demonstrate how to use a
firearm to a “certified law enforcement instructor.”  Can you see how stupid
that is?  Why is the committee hiding who will be forced to take training classes
to obtain a permit to purchase?  The permit system applies to police officers
buying firearms for personal use.  How come we are not talking about that?

Our county sheriff and our local city police departments have very limited
budgets. How is all of this stuff supposed to be paid for?  Who is paying for all
these policing agencies to create the training programs and the permit



systems.  The committee says nothing about the costs of the measure to the
taxpayers.  All of this stuff costs money.

Finally, as a professional firearms instructor who has spent my entire life in the
pursuit of studying armed conflicts and the best strategies to defend oneself
the preamble to the ballot measure is flat out wrong.  Because I have reviewed,
in one way or another, almost every so-called “mass shooting” in America, this
ballot measure will not fix a single one of those incidents as those shooters had
serious mental health issues.  So, when are these special interest groups going
to actually get around to addressing the real problem of mental health and
stop trying to penalize law abiding American citizens like myself? 

 

Thank you

Clint A. Smith clintsmith@thunderranchlive.com
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From: HK Kahng
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot measure public comment for Measure 114 (IP 17)
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 12:38:02 PM

Good afternoon,

Oregon Revised Statute 251.215 specifies that the Explanatory Statement Committee “shall 
prepare and file with the Secretary of State, an impartial, simple and understandable 
statement explaining the measure.” The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 in its present form 
is none of what ORS 251.215 requires.

IP 17 aims to restrict Oregonians' right to privacy and self-defense, and an explanatory 
statement that is biased, confusing, and inaccurate is unacceptable.

A Violation of the RIght to Privacy

The current document states the Oregon State Police is to "maintain electronically 
searchable database of permits, information is exempt from public disclosure." The text of 
IP 17 exempts only the following:

 "record of the information obtained during a request for a criminal history record 
check by a gun dealer"

 "record of the information obtained during a request for a criminal background check" 
for transfers at a gun show

The IP 17 text makes no claims or requirements for this database to be exempt from public 
disclosure. Given the recent data leak of concealed handgun license holders by the State of 
California should give people pause as to the supposed security and integrity of personal 
information managed by the government. IP 17 would violate the right to privacy of 
Oregonians, and the explanatory statement obscures this threat.

An Indefinite Delay on the Right to Bear Arms

IP 17 would require Oregonians to receive a “permit-to-purchase” in order to obtain a 
firearm. While the proposed measure commands the “permit agent” to issue the permit 
within 30 days of receiving an application once the agent “has verified the applicant’s 
identity and determined that the applicant has met each of the qualifications,” there are no 
time limits placed on the completion of a “criminal background check, including but not 
limited to a fingerprint identification, through the Federal Bureau of Investigation.”

Through omission, IP 17 establishes a licensing scheme that leaves Oregonians in limbo 
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while this background check is being processed. While the permit shall be issued within 30 
days, that only applies after the qualifications have been met.

The United States Constitution’s Second Amendment guarantees the right to keep and 
bear arms. Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon Constitution states: “The people shall have 
the right to bear arms for the defence of themselves.” A right delayed is a right denied, and 
neither IP 17 nor its explanatory statement discloses this violation.

A Non-Disclosure of an Infringement of the Right to Self-Defense

IP 17 seeks to penalize the “unlawful manufacture, importation, possession, use, purchase, 
sale or otherwise transferring” a magazine, or “ammunition feeding device,” that “has an 
overall capacity of, or that can be readily restored, changed, or converted to accept, more 
than 10 rounds of ammunition and allows a shooter to keep firing without having to pause 
to reload.”

While a “tubular ammunition feeding device that is contained in a lever-action firearm” is 
exempt from this ban, tube-fed pump-action shotguns would be affected in that they can 
contain more than 10 rounds of “short shells” - smaller ammunition cartridges that tend to 
have less recoil than their larger counterparts, making them suitable for recoil-sensitive or 
smaller-stature users who rely on shotguns for self defense.

As the proceedings from the Explanatory Statement Committee’s drafting meetings 
document, the measure’s proponents were unable to differentiate the firearm types affected 
by IP 17. The magazine ban enacted in Washington state exempts tubular ammunition 
feeding mechanisms entirely and thus avoids this regulatory sinkhole that IP 17 creates.

In order to properly inform the voters that their means of self-defense will be denied by this 
measure, the explanatory statement must be amended to state that tube-fed pump-action 
shotguns that can contain more than 10 short shells are affected.

A Misleading Affirmative Defense (That Is Neither)
IP 17 outlines a number of scenarios that constitute an “affirmative defense, as provided in 
ORS 166.055, to the unlawful possession, use and transfer of a large-capacity magazine in 
this state by any person.” There is no ORS 166.055; the correct statute defining affirmative 
defense is ORS 161.055.

The proponents of the measure repeatedly claim that this error is a clerical one that will be 
“fixed later down the road.” However, such a discrepancy, in the body of a statute that 
defines mitigating circumstances which would protect Oregonians from imprisonment, is 
such a glaring and egregious error that it merits inclusion in the explanatory statement.

The current statement makes no reference to an affirmative defense, perilously misleading 
voters to assume that the magazine restrictions include a “grandfather clause” (notably like 



the Washington law which simply allows the continued possession and use of standard 
capacity magazines under specified circumstances). This is a gross oversight that places 
Oregonians in peril of arrest and prosecution with an erroneously defined mechanism of 
legal defense.

A Statement in Dire Need of an Amendment
To conclude, the explanatory statement as passed by the committee on July 26, with one 
member abstaining and another voting against, fails to fulfill the requirements of Oregon 
Revised Statute 251.215. I urgently implore that this statement be amended to be 
“impartial, simple and understandable.”

Respectfully yours,

HK Kahng



From: hap.keith@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 1:51:31 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Keith Blackmer 



From: HK Kahng
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot measure public comment for Measure 114 (IP 17)
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:00:25 PM

I respectfully submit the following, updated comment:

Oregon Revised Statute 251.215 specifies that the Explanatory Statement Committee “shall 

prepare and file with the Secretary of State, an impartial, simple and understandable 

statement explaining the measure.” The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 in its present form 
is none of what ORS 251.215 requires.

IP 17 aims to restrict Oregonians' right to privacy and self-defense, and an explanatory 

statement that is biased, confusing, and inaccurate is unacceptable.

A Violation of the Right to Privacy

The current document states the Oregon State Police is to "maintain electronically 

searchable database of permits, information is exempt from public disclosure." The text of 

IP 17 exempts only the following:

 "record of the information obtained during a request for a criminal history record 
check by a gun dealer"

 "record of the information obtained during a request for a criminal background check" 
for transfers at a gun show

The IP 17 text makes no claims or requirements for this database to be exempt from public 

disclosure. Given the recent data leak of concealed handgun license holders in the State of 

California, voters and residents of the state should understand the risks associated with 

privacy violations masquerading as public safety. Without guaranteed security and integrity 

of personal information managed by the government, we create a potential for misuse of 

this information. IP 17 would violate the right to privacy of Oregonians, and the explanatory 

statement obscures this threat.

An Indefinite Delay on the Right to Bear Arms

IP 17 would require Oregonians to receive a “permit-to-purchase” in order to obtain a 
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firearm. While the proposed measure commands the “permit agent” to issue the permit 

within 30 days of receiving an application once the agent “has verified the applicant’s 

identity and determined that the applicant has met each of the qualifications,” there are no 

time limits placed on the completion of a “criminal background check, including but not 

limited to a fingerprint identification, through the Federal Bureau of Investigation.”

Through omission, IP 17 establishes a licensing scheme that leaves Oregonians in limbo 

while this background check is being processed. While the permit shall be issued within 30 

days, that only applies after the qualifications have been met. It also leaves the procedures 

used completely up to law enforcement, which has recently been confirmed by public 

reporting to have close ties to white supremacist organizations. 

The United States Constitution’s Second Amendment guarantees the right to keep and 

bear arms. Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon Constitution states: “The people shall have 

the right to bear arms for the defence of themselves.” A right delayed is a right denied, and 

neither IP 17 nor its explanatory statement discloses this violation.

A Non-Disclosure of an Infringement of the Right to Self-Defense

IP 17 seeks to penalize the “unlawful manufacture, importation, possession, use, purchase, 

sale or otherwise transferring” a magazine, or “ammunition feeding device,” that “has an 

overall capacity of, or that can be readily restored, changed, or converted to accept, more 

than 10 rounds of ammunition and allows a shooter to keep firing without having to pause 

to reload.”

While a “tubular ammunition feeding device that is contained in a lever-action firearm” is 

exempt from this ban, tube-fed pump-action shotguns would be affected in that they can 

contain more than 10 rounds of “short shells” - smaller ammunition cartridges that tend to 

have less recoil than their larger counterparts, making them suitable for recoil-sensitive or 

smaller-stature users who rely on shotguns for self defense.

As the proceedings from the Explanatory Statement Committee’s drafting meetings 

document, the measure’s proponents were entirely unable to differentiate the firearm types 

affected by IP 17. The magazine ban enacted in Washington state exempts tubular 

ammunition feeding mechanisms entirely and thus avoids this regulatory sinkhole that IP 17 

creates.



In order to properly inform the voters that their means of self-defense will be denied by this 

measure, the explanatory statement must be amended to state that tube-fed pump-action 

shotguns that can contain more than 10 short shells are affected.

A Misleading Affirmative Defense (That Is Neither)

IP 17 outlines a number of scenarios that constitute an “affirmative defense, as provided in 

ORS 166.055, to the unlawful possession, use and transfer of a large-capacity magazine in 

this state by any person.” There is no ORS 166.055; the correct statute defining affirmative 

defense is ORS 161.055.

The proponents of the measure repeatedly claim that this error is a clerical one that will be 

“fixed later down the road.” However, such a discrepancy, in the body of a statute that 

defines mitigating circumstances which would protect Oregonians from imprisonment, is 

such a glaring and egregious error that it merits inclusion in the explanatory statement.

The current statement makes no reference to an affirmative defense, perilously misleading 

voters to assume that the magazine restrictions include a “grandfather clause” (notably like 

the Washington law which simply allows the continued possession and use of standard 

capacity magazines under specified circumstances). This is a gross oversight that places 

Oregonians in peril of arrest and prosecution with an erroneously defined mechanism of 

legal defense.

A Statement in Dire Need of an Amendment

To conclude, the explanatory statement as passed by the committee on July 26, with one 

member abstaining and another voting against, fails to fulfill the requirements of Oregon 

Revised Statute 251.215. I urgently implore that this statement be amended to be 

“impartial, simple and understandable.”

Respectfully yours,

HK Kahng



From: jimwelsh69@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:02:49 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Jim Welsh 



From: Jim Welsh
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Explanatory Statement, IP 17, now Ballot Measure 114.
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:14:36 PM

I do not support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters.
The bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement explaining the effects
of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that; a statement in sentence form, like the form
that Legislative Counsel drafted.
In the draft statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear arms shall
not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 27
of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of
these fundamental guaranteed rights.
The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17. Whether a “pump action” or
a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are
not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are
NOT “lever action” firearms.
A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a government registry of firearm
owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable database should be called what it is under IP 17, a
government registry. The statement should also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect
and store in the registry:  applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints, and any additional
information determined necessary by department rules.
 The Explanatory Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may determine what is
necessary without any input from the public through their own internal department rules.
The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry information may be released to the
public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall
annually publish a report indicating for each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the
number of permits-to-purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be helpful to ensuring the
permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and equitable manner." This gives the departments
discretion to release ANY information contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and
equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire a firearm, nothing in
IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law enforcement is already under-staffed and
underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law
enforcement to conduct these trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have
been performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law enforcement does not
have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit applications for review and training.
The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications
are not acceptable as permits under IP 17.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements include live-fire and classroom
training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to
renew, there is no cap on how much law enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that
applicants must pay and re-take this training every 5 years.
Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a
lack of training facilities in the state to conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no
guideline or required timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training.
The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as
mentioned above, it does not tell voters that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The
introductory statement is misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and voters should be
informed of this.
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The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not
grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while
hunting.
Finally, the Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone prohibited from
possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law
preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1 controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled
substance users and addicts are prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law
enforcement to be notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit.
For these reasons, the draft statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an
impartial, simple and understandable statement.

Sincerely,
Jim Welsh



From: Derek LeBlanc
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: IP 17 Financial Impact
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:30:39 PM

Committee members,

P 17 in its current form is unconstitutional, unenforceable, and puts extreme strain of local budgets all over the state.
It creates a mandate for funding to implement, maintain, and track gun sales through the permit process here in
Oregon. The proponents state that having an ID to buy a gun will help save lives. Unfortunately this is not correct
we can look to IL for proof of this. They have the highest rates of restrictions in the country and one of the highest
mortality rates per capita. One thing that is never addressed in IP 17 is how it plans on taking the guns from
criminals not just lawful gun owners. Banning, regulating, or restricting the guns of lawful gun owners won’t save a
single life. We will focus our efforts to fight the in court all then way to the Supreme Court level if we have too.
Throw this bill out, it is too costly to the citizens of Oregon.  Thank you!

       
Derek LeBlanc
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From: Greg Terhune
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:37:52 PM
Importance: High

Committee Members,
 
The currently adopted Ballot Measure 114 Summary is misleading and false.
 
This ballot measure WILL practically outlaw the sale of many shotguns currently available for hunting
and recreational use. Many shotguns are capable of holding more than 10 rounds in a fixed tubular
magazine.
 
This ballot measure blurs the distinction between lever-action and pump-action firearms.
 
This ballot measure does not provide a clear avenue for due process in contesting denial of
permitting.
 
There is no mention of the financial impact of training and permitting to the poorer citizens in our
state. This becomes just another money grab by the state that allows access to the ability for self-
protection only to those who can afford it. This is morally wrong, yet is not mentioned in the
summary.
 
This ballot measure not only allows OSP to publish permitting data, but requires it! This is a clear
violation to a right of privacy and potentially endangers law-abiding citizens through public
disclosure of their personal information.
 
A summary of this ballot measure should be neutral in presentation. The currently proposed
summary paints the ballot measure in the best possible light. This is unethical.
 
Greg Terhune
NRA Certified Instructor
Personal Protection Training of Salem

2118 Ptarmigan St NW
Salem, OR 97304
 
pptsalem@gmail.com
503-949-3186

"Remember, when seconds count, the police are just minutes away."

ΜΟΛΩΝ ΛΑΒΕ
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From: Adam Byers
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot Measure 114
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:55:31 PM

Hello,

In regards to the explanatory statement for Ballot measure 114:

First let me say that the measure itself is an outright attack on Oregonian's Constitutional right
to keep and bear arms. The mesure, as written and explained in the explanatory statement will
not only make it basically impossible to purchase a firearm, it will put current firearm owners
in danger by requiring OSP to publish the names of people who apply for a permit.

The statement refused to acknowledge that most modern shotguns will be banned under
this measure.
The statement falsely claims that the database of gun permit applicants is exempt from
public disclosure. That must not be allowed to remain in the statement.
The statement ignores the lack of training facilities or people qualified to provide the
training. This is a critical element of the measure.
The statement misleads voters about the live fire requirements.
The statement ignores the complete lack of funding for this expensive measure.
The statement fails to clarify many mandates that will be created later by the Oregon
State Police without public input.

As an Oregon resident I object to the measure and this misleading "explanatory" statement.

Adam Byers
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From: Clint Morinaka
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Cc: Clint Morinaka
Subject: Comment on Measure 114 (IP 17)
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:56:51 PM

I Clint Morinaka a Portland, Oregon resident am putting forth this comment on Measure 114 (IP 17).

The measure outright bans the new purchase of most sporting shotguns because of the magazine capacity limit. Most
shotguns which have tubular magazines can hold more than 10 “mini shells” making them illegal to purchase. This
will have a profound effect on youth trap and skeet shooting in Oregon.

The measure bans rifle and Pistol magazines of more than 10 rounds at a time where most(90%) of  these firearms
that are in common use today have magazines which hold more than 10 rounds.

The measure requires live fire training before a person can apply for a permit to purchase a firearm. There are
virtually no facilities that will be available for this training. For first time gun buyers this could well require that you
have a gun before you can get a permit to buy a gun.

There are no exceptions for the permit to purchase requirement for police of Federally licensed gun dealers.

The “permitting agent” can demand “any additional information” to issue the permit opening up endless
opportunities for abuses.

The measure only allows those approved by police to provide the required “training” to apply for a permit. Police in
Oregon are underfunded and understaffed. There is no plan in place to actually provide any training and virtually no
rural police have the facilities or manpower to provide classes. Police in urban areas are already not responding to
most violent crimes.

The Oregon State Sheriff’s Association has estimated that if a person somehow could complete the required
training, the permitting process would cost sheriffs almost $40,000,000.00 annually. There is nothing in the measure
that provides any funding and the fees included would not come close to covering the costs. There is no estimate on
the cost or impact on small local police departments.

While the measure caps the cost for a permit, there are no caps on the costs for the required training, which is
unlikely to be available anyway. This will mostly affect low income communities.

The measure requires that the required class (taught only by “law enforcement approved” trainers) include training
on state and federal law, transfers and storage, and the “impact of suicide on the country as a whole.”  There is no
indication of who would be qualified to instruct on these issues or how they become approved.

The measure requires that a sheriff or local police department issue a permit within 30 days after a background
check has been completed by the State Police. But there is NO limit on how long the State Police can take to
complete the background check and NO penalties if they do not complete it. There are no estimates of the cost of
these checks to the State Police.

The measure requires a public list of persons who attempt to purchase firearms. Victims of domestic violence will
be at risk for all their private information being made public along with their efforts to purchase a firearm for self
defense.

The measure creates a whole new category of victimless crimes at time when the police are grossly underfunded and
real criminals are being released onto our streets.

The measure requires a permit from local police (which may be impossible to get) just to apply for permission from
the Oregon State Police simply to buy a firearm. But it also removes the one safeguard that protects gun buyers if
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the State Police do not complete their background check.

State and Federal law allow the transfer of a firearm if the state police don’t complete a background check in 3
business days.  This measure removes that safeguard. So a single mom with threats against her and her children
could literally wait forever to get permission to get a home defense firearm.

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments and I hope to see this information included on the Ballot guide
for this measure 114 (IP 17) .

Sincerely,
Clint Morinaka
Portlamd, OR 97219



NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION 

11250 WAPLES MILL ROAD 

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 

  

  

 

 

August 3, 2022 

 

The Honorable Shemia Fagan 

Oregon Secretary of State  

Elections Division 

Public Service Building Suite 126 

255 Capitol St. NE  

Salem OR 97310 

 

 

RE: Deceptive Draft Explanatory Statement for IP 17 (Measure 114)   

 

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan: 

 

On behalf of the National Rifle Association of America (NRA) members of Oregon, I would like 

to express our deep concern with the deceptiveness of the draft Explanatory Statement released 

from the Explanatory Statement Committee (ESC) for Initiative Petition 17 (Measure 114).  

 

The NRA is the nation’s oldest civil rights organization fighting to protect the right to keep and 

bear arms, as guaranteed by the Second Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and 

Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. The NRA represents millions of law-

abiding firearm owners of every race, ethnicity, age and gender. Tens of thousands of those 

members live here in Oregon. The draft Explanatory Statement completely fails to inform our 

members, and the Oregon electorate, as a whole, of the effects of Measure 114.   

 

The NRA opposes the draft Explanatory Statement (draft) because it is factually flawed and 

misleading to voters.  

 

First, the “Explanation” of the draft from lines 2-4 fails to present “an impartial, simple and 

understandable statement explaining the measure” because it is misleading and omits critical 

facts that inform voters of the implications of the measure. Section (1) of the Explanation claims 

that Measure 114 changes Oregon law relating to firearms by “requiring safety training and 

completed background checks to obtain a permit to purchase firearms”. This partial 

oversimplification of the impacts of Measure 114 is misleading to voters because it does not 

inform voters that in order to exercise their guaranteed fundamental right to keep and bear arms 

under the Second Amendment and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon Constitution, the “safety” 

course they are required to complete in order to obtain a permit to purchase a firearm means they 

must complete an approved law-enforcement led classroom and live-fire training course.  
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In addition, section (1) leads voters to believe that Measure 114 requires a background check in 

order to purchase a firearm. A background check is already required by law to purchase a 

firearm. Section (1) fails to inform voters that “completed background” means that law 

enforcement may indefinitely delay the delivery of a firearm after transfer or purchase if law 

enforcement refuses to, or lacks the resources to process the permit to purchase the firearm. This 

will lead to a back-log and potential for indefinite delay of background checks and delivery of 

firearms to law-abiding citizens exercising their constitutional right to keep and bear arms.  

 

Section (2) of the Explanation fails to mention the constitutional challenges to 10-round 

magazine capacity bans and their ineffectiveness at “reducing gun violence.” Measure 114 is 

titled the “Reduction of Gun Violence Act” despite numerous, reputable studies that show these 

bans have no effect on crime or reducing violence.  

 

Further, the bullet-point listed format of current law and measure effects is confusing and does 

not provide voters with an understandable statement that adequately explains the effects of 

Measure 114 to voters, as required by law. The explanatory statement should instead be just that, 

a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. The NRA urges the 

ESC to adopt a narrative, sentence form statement that incorporates our public input.  

 

In addition to the inadequate draft provided by the proponents, which was adopted by the ESC 

on July 26, 2022 without agreement from the opponents, the draft statement of current law fails 

to mention the right to keep and bear arms, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United 

States Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be 

included in the statement because it is the foundation of current law, and Measure 114 is 

undoubtedly a clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed rights.  

 

The draft statement also fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone that is 

prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use 

marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law prohibits users of controlled substances from 

possessing or receiving firearms, and marijuana remains a controlled substance according to 

federal law. By incorporating federal prohibitions for the permit, the measure the measure 

effectively prohibits firearm acquisition for marijuana users in Oregon and would require federal 

law enforcement to be notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. This 

information is necessary to inform voters of the impact of Measure 114 to recreational and 

medicinal users of marijuana in the state of Oregon, many of whom likely voted to legalize 

recreational use only eight years ago.  

 

The draft statement also fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under 

Measure 114. “Pump action” and “semiautomatic,” shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have 

the capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These fixed barrel shotguns are not exempted by the 

“level action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action” 

firearms1, despite the proponents’ attempt to argue they are one in the same during the ESC 

drafting meeting. 

 

The draft statement’s identification of a searchable database is not a sufficient, impartial 

                                                      
1 Introduction to Firearm Actions (hunter-ed.com) 

https://www.hunter-ed.com/national/studyGuide/Introduction-to-Firearm-Actions/201099_92817/
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notification to voters that Measure 114 will create a government registry of firearm owners’ 

personal information and firearms. The searchable database should be called what it is under 

Measure 114, a government registry. The statement should also include what information 

Measure 114 requires law enforcement to collect, store, and publish – firearm applicant’s legal 

name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth, physical description, 

applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints, and any additional 

information determined necessary by department rules. 

 

The draft statement fails to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask 

for anything they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may 

determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal 

department rules. This is not currently reflected in the draft statement.  

 

The Explanatory Statement must inform the Oregon electorate that the collected government 

registry information may be released to the public because Measure 114 requires that “[o]n or 

before January 31 of each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report 

indicating for each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of 

permits-to-purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for 

denial. The department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would 

be helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and 

equitable manner. This gives departments discretion to release ANY information contained in the 

application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness. The Explanatory 

Statement must disclose to voters that their personal information may be publicly disclosed 

annually should they obtain a permit to purchase a firearm, or merely apply for one.  

 

The draft statement also fails to inform voters that while a permit is required to acquire a firearm, 

nothing in Measure 114 actually requires law enforcement to administer the training programs 

required to obtain the permit to purchase. Law enforcement in Oregon is already under staffed 

and underfunded, and the measure does nothing to correct those issues. The draft statement fails 

to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct the required training. 

The Explanatory Statement must disclose this information to the Oregon electorate.  

 

As addressed above, the draft statement also fails to adequately inform voters that the “safety” 

training requirements of Measure 114 include live fire and classroom training. It fails to inform 

voters that the live-fire training requires a person to demonstrate an in-person demonstration of 

the applicant’s ability to lock, load, unload, fire and store a firearm before an instructor certified 

by a law enforcement agency. The draft statement also fails to inform voters that in order to 

demonstrate these skills, the applicant must have authorized access to a firearm prior to purchase, 

or transfer. Further, Measure 114 does not require that a person complete their “safety” training 

with the firearm, or a firearm similar to the style of firearm the purchaser intends to acquire.  

 

The draft statement also fails to inform voters that while the permit application cost is capped to 

$65 to apply and $50 to renew, every 5 years, law enforcement has unfettered discretion as to 

what they may charge for the training required to obtain a permit to purchase. The amount they 

may charge, when, and where the training is offered are only subject to department rules, which 

gives the public no opportunity for public input. The draft statement also fails to disclose that 
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applicants must pay for and re-take this training every 5 years.  

 

Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the draft statement fails to inform voters 

that there are a lack of training facilities in the state to conduct the required training to obtain a 

permit to purchase a firearm, and that there is no required timeline for law enforcement to 

develop the training program and locate adequate facilities for the required permit training. 

 

The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter 

safety certifications are not acceptable as permits under Measure 114.  

 

The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners of magazines over 10 rounds that they 

are not grandfathered in for possession, instead those magazines are limited to use on private 

property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. This needs to be included in the Explanatory 

Statement so that voters can understand what they will be giving up if they vote for the measure.  

 

For the foregoing reasons, the draft statement needs to be completely revised to properly inform 

voters of the effects of Measure 114 in an impartial, simple and understandable statement. 

Measure 114 strips Oregon residents of the constitutionally protected right to keep and bear arms 

and voters need to be informed of the rights they are giving up by voting in favor of this 

measure.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Aoibheann Cline 
 

Aoibheann Cline 

State Director, NRA-ILA 
 

 

 

 



From: Lucas Pitman
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: IP 17, Measure 114, explanatory statement
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 4:12:29 PM

 
Oregon Secretary of State,
 
I am writing in regards to the proposed explanatory statement for IP 17 / Measure 114 to ask that
you include the following facts about IP 17 / Measure 114 in any statement published in the Oregon
Voter's Guide:

The statement as written and released for public comment is flawed, confusing, and does not
accurately reflect the text of the measure.

It cannot state that the permit data is exempt from public disclosure.  The next point in the
statement specifically says the permit data will be annually reported.  It would be misleading to state
an exemption.  Remove that as it is not true.

The statement completely lacks any information regarding the live-fire requirement of the measure. 
This must be added as it is a critical change this measure would add.

A possible statement that could be added to address the live-fire requirement could be stated as
follows:
“The measure requires live fire training [actually firing a gun] before a person can apply for a permit
to purchase a firearm. There are currently an extremely limited amount of facilities that will be
available for such training.”

Statement needs to include commentary that this measure would functionally ban most modern,
tube-magazine shotguns.  This is a relevant issue that is completely lacking from the current
statement.
 
The statement must include a realistic estimate of the cost of this measure.  Creating a permitting
process that does not currently exist is expensive and a relevant expense that tax-payers must be
notified of as it is their money being spent.

The statement must include the fact that there is no limit on the amount of time it can take for the
background check to be completed in order to be able to receive the purchasing permit.
 
 
Thank you for addressing these concerns in the explanatory statement for Oregon Measure 114 for
the November 2022 ballot,

Lucas Pitman
Salem, OR 97301
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From: Markeavs@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 4:25:34 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Mark Eaves 



To:  Explanatory IP 17 Committee members 

RE:  Problems with the explanatory statement for IP 17 

 

The explanation that has been drafted for the voter’s pamphlet has several misleading sections that I would like to have 

addressed and changed. 

 The Title paragraph “Requires permit to acquire firearms; police maintain permit/firearm database; criminally 

prohibits certain ammunition magazines”    

 

This is too vague and should explain more clearly to the voter what the “certain ammunition magazines” 

encompasses.  The wording should be changed to …..Criminally prohibits tubular and detachable magazines 

in excess of 10 rounds.  This would make it much clearer that this measure will also apply to the thousands of 

shotguns which were purchased as home defense firearms. 

 

 

 The first paragraph under “Explanation” reads:  “This measure changes Oregon law relating to firearms by (1) 

requiring safety training and completed background checks…..” 

 

This implies that background checks are not currently required to purchase a firearm, and is therefore 

misleading to the voter.  Background checks are currently required every time a firearm is purchased.  This 

paragraph should have “and completed background checks” struck from the wording. 

 

 

 The third bullet point under “Currently” reads “State Police tracks background checks; no requirement for 

searchable database…..”   

 

Since the focus of this measure is not the State Police it should read as follows:  “Background checks 

completed by State Police; no requirement for searchable database…..” 

 

 

 Fourth bullet point under “Currently:” would better read as “Safety training required for concealed handgun 

license and hunting license for youth.    If this wording is kept the “or” should be changed to “and” in 

“…concealed handgun license or AND hunting license for youth.” 

 

 

 Sixth bullet point under “Currently:” now is written “Sheriff can deny concealed handgun license….”  This needs 

to be changed to “Sheriff will deny concealed handgun license….”    This statement is misleading because a 

sheriff does not have an option to grant a license if a background check is failed. 

 

 



 Seventh bullet point under “Currently:”  “Firearms can be sold/transferred without complete background check 

after three days.”   This statement Is misleading because it is a half truth and omits the fact that if the 

background check comes back as failed the firearm must be recovered by the seller, therefore, transferring a 

firearm after three days without a completed background check is not a standard practice for anyone selling 

firearms. 

 

 

 A point of information that is missing from the explanatory statement is that, if passed, this ballot would make 

most pump action shotguns illegal.   In recent years many first time firearm owners purchased shotguns for 

home defense, after all this was the firearm recommended by our current president, Joe Biden.   These 

firearms would now be illegal since they can hold over 10 rounds of certain types of ammunition.  These 

shotguns would not be exempt from this ballot measure because just like the name states, they are a PUMP 

action firearm and NOT a LEVER action firearm. 

 

Thank you for your consideration in amending the explanatory statement for IP 17 to make it clearer so that our voters 

can make an informed decision. 

 

Thomas A Rickman 

 



From: yo_joered@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 4:58:29 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Jeffrey Goodman 
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